Enhancing BERT Performance with Contextual Valence Shifters for Panic Detection in COVID-19 Tweets
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ABSTRACT
Panic phenomenon is one of the main challenges in the current pandemic time. In this work, we aim to explore the approaches to detect the panic-related COVID-19 tweets. Aligned to this, we propose an unsupervised clustering approach considering negation cues as an extracted feature input to the pre-trained model. This task cannot be done by simply applying state-of-the-art transformer models, since we observed that they occasionally fail in handling negations. Hence, we propose to utilize features based on Contextual Valence Shifters (CVS) along with the pre-trained BERT embeddings. We evaluate and compare the approaches in an unsupervised setup, using standard clustering metrics on a large set of COVID-19 tweets. The obtained results show that CVS effectively facilitates negation handling (positive/negative tweet discrimination).
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the psychology and sociological literature, panic is defined as a state of sudden and overwhelming fear [1], that can be extremely dangerous and in some extreme cases even lead to life loss [2].

Table 1: Outcome of BERT Sentiment Analysis pipeline on few examples containing negation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>BERT SA</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do not spread rumours!</td>
<td>NEGATIVE</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not spread panic!</td>
<td>POSITIVE</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panicking does not help</td>
<td>NEGATIVE</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nevertheless, much of the current literature is focusing on other virus-related problems (e.g. studying related scientific research [3], socio-economic impacts [4]). Actually, even before this pandemic, detecting panic has mainly been performed on images (e.g. based on people facial expressions in crowded situations [5]). The only exception is the study of [6], that was assessing panic potential at textual level. However, this was done in a purely supervised manner (involving human annotators) using also non-semantic features e.g. number of hashtags, tweet length, punctuation. In this paper we focus on unsupervised detection of the panic-related content in the COVID-19 pandemic tweets using Contextual Valence Shifters (CVS) features. Since we operate in an unsupervised setup, we first aim at clustering the tweets to distinguish between panic related and non-related tweets. Given that panic is tightly linked with negative emotions such as anxiety and fear, one would expect that applying current state-of-the-art models such as BERT [7] to detect tweet sentiment would render this task easy, however, this is not always the case. As shown in Table 1, there are cases where BERT not only fails in properly handling negated sentences but also shows inconsistencies in judgement, which arise due to improper negation handling. Negation handling is a well-known but still very challenging issue in many NLP tasks. Negations, as lexical patterns, are very important especially in short texts like tweets. To improve the effectiveness of pre-trained models in distinguishing between negative and positive tweets, along with the pre-trained BERT embeddings, we propose using features based on Contextual Valence Shifters (CVS) [8], since existing studies report their positive impact in sentiment classification tasks [9–11].

We evaluate our approach† against baselines using standard clustering metrics, and demonstrate that the proposed approach exhibits better performances. We also present qualitative analysis to understand the explored approaches in a better way. The main focus of this paper is to improve the pre-trained models with CVS features in a completely unsupervised manner.
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We design our methodology as a workflow (see Figure 1) consisting of two pipelines, explained in detail in the subsequent sections.

### 2.1 Preprocessing Pipeline

This pipeline focuses in filtering out the unnecessary tweets, containing positive sentiments or facts which are unrelated to panic. For this, we utilize the existing models to prune out tweets with positive sentiments and thus, to improve the model precision. More precisely, we first use the pre-trained BERT [12] sentiment analyzer pipeline to filter out tweets with positive sentiments. Next, we use Top2Vec [13] to eliminate the sentences related to the neutral/non-panic-related keywords extracted applying YAKE [14], an unsupervised automatic keyword extraction tool. To distinguish between the set of panic and non-panic related keywords, we relied on synonyms of word ‘panic’ from WordNet [15].

### 2.2 Negation Handling Pipeline using Contextual Valence Shifters (CVS)

Once the uninteresting tweets are removed, we pass to a coarse-grained level of differentiating between the panicking and non-panicking tweets (e.g. ‘Please do not stress, this too shall pass’ as positive and ‘Omg I am really scared’ as negative). To determine whether a sentence conveys positive or negative attitude, one might look at the words that constitute it. Among these, the lexical items named as Contextual Valence (CVS) can have different part-of-speech tags and, consequently, various functions in the sentence, which can alter the attitude, also known as valence of the sentence [8]. In this preliminary study, we focus on one of the main sentence based contextual valence shifters, termed ‘negatives’. For instance, the simple difference brought by a negation such as not is highly important in natural language understanding and hence in identifying a sentence as positive/negative. Other negatives include e.g. never, none, nowhere, nothing, neither. The additions of such negatives cause a valence flipping. We extract the CVS features using an explicit list of prevalent negatives defined in English language (details in Appendix A).

In Table 1, we demonstrate that the state-of-the-art pre-trained neural models lack the inherent capacity to identify such lexical features, which turns out to be quite important. Hence, we utilize the ‘negatives’ as explicit features to improve the efficacy of such pre-trained models.

Concretely, we start by using BERT pre-trained model to generate the embeddings (TWemb) of tweets obtained after the pre-processing pipeline. Next, we extract the negation-related CVS from each of these tweets and embed them using the BERT pre-trained model (CVSemb). Additionally, we extract the sentiment of extracted CVS (CVSsent) as a binary feature using BERT sentiment analysis pipeline. Finally, the concatenation of these three TWemb + CVSemb + CVSsent is used as input for performing K-Means binary clustering.

### 3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section we describe dataset, baselines and (clustering) evaluation metrics.

**Dataset:** We used publicly available Kaggle Coronavirus Dataset [16] containing tweets with COVID-19 related hashtags.

**Negation Handling Baselines:** However, we also measure the improvement made by adding CVS information (1. CVS embeddings and 2. related CVS sentiments) on the top of the raw text embeddings (denoted as TWemb + CVSemb and TWemb + CVSsent respectively).

**Evaluation Metrics:** We perform evaluation based on three standard metrics for an unsupervised clustering setup. Silhouette Coefficient (SC) [17] measures the mean distance between a sample and all other points in the same class and all other points in the next nearest cluster. We consider two variations of SC, using Euclidean (denoted as SC_Euc) and cosine (denoted as SC_Cos) distances. Calinski-Harabasz Index (CHI) is based on cluster dispersion [18]. Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI) [19] signifies the average ‘similarity’ between clusters. Higher SC and CHI and lower DBI indicate good cluster separation.

### 4 RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

Steps described in the Preprocessing pipeline led to filtering only 21 576 tweets (about 0.91%), but this allowed us to preserve the true negatives. Further, after removing duplicates, we ended up with 2 182 410 tweets.

Table 2 shows the results of the K-Means clustering in terms of four evaluation measures. Performing 2-Means clustering using our proposed method TWemb+CVSemb+CVSsent for generating underlying feature vectors, outperforms competitors in terms of SC_Euc, SC_Cos and CHI and comes very close to TWemb+CVSemb, in terms of DBI.

Figure 3 demonstrates that our method clearly separates the two
Table 2: Results of K-Means (K=2) clustering applied on different competing methods. Best result per measure is marked in bold-face. Due to computational issues both SC measures are calculated using 500K sample size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$SC_{Euc}$</th>
<th>$SC_{Cos}$</th>
<th>CHI</th>
<th>DBI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$TW_{emb}$</td>
<td>0.0227</td>
<td>0.0472</td>
<td>56480.2737</td>
<td>6.1329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TW_{emb}+CVS_{sent}$</td>
<td>0.0226</td>
<td>0.0473</td>
<td>56251.6503</td>
<td>6.1452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TW_{emb}+CVS_{emb}$</td>
<td>0.3304</td>
<td>0.5526</td>
<td>576461.8613</td>
<td>1.6827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TW_{emb}+CVS_{emb}+CVS_{sent}$</td>
<td><strong>0.3315</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.5535</strong></td>
<td><strong>577342.6443</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.6830</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Cluster annotations on PCA projections for $TW_{emb}$ method.

Figure 3: Cluster annotations on PCA projections for $TW_{emb}+CVS_{emb}+CVS_{sent}$ method.

clusters, thus eliminating the blurry stripe of panic (denoted by blue color) and non-panic related tweets (denoted by red color) visible in the middle of Figure 2.

4.1 Qualitative Analysis

For the qualitative analysis, we randomly selected seven tweets whose cluster assignments with respect to methods $TW_{emb}$ and $TW_{emb}+CVS_{emb}+CVS_{sent}$ (preserving original PCA projections) are shown in Figure 4. Here, the color of tweet text represents the expected true label, the color of marker left side corresponds to the cluster according to $TW_{emb}$, while the color of marker right side corresponds to $TW_{emb}+CVS_{emb}+CVS_{sent}$ cluster (in all cases, as before, blue=panic class, red=non-panic class). Agreement of colors indicates correct clustering (as e.g. in ’time to panic..’ for both methods and in ’dont panic raab.’ for $TW_{emb}+CVS_{emb}+CVS_{sent}$). We can see that $TW_{emb}$ fails in five out of seven sample tweets, while $TW_{emb}+CVS_{emb}+CVS_{sent}$ fails in only two tweets, those containing terms ‘stop’ and ‘over’. This is expected, given that we utilize only CVS ‘negatives’ as features (see Appendix A).

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a pipelined approach that helps in detecting panic from COVID-19 tweets. This is being achieved by utilizing contextual valence shifters and their sentiments as features for negation handling combined with pre-trained BERT embeddings. This preliminary study shows that the proposed approach looks promising in a completely unsupervised setup. From the analysis of obtained results, it is obvious that the negation handling part could be further improved by using more advanced CVS (e.g. intensifiers, modals). We are aware that the correctness of clustering cannot be judged directly by the clustering metrics and that instead, manual analysis of the clusters gives better understanding of the positive impact of utilizing CVS features. Therefore, dataset annotation might be considered as it would allow the use of existing supervised approaches.

A CONTEXTUAL VALENCE SHIFTERS


B OTHER IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The code is completely developed in Python, using HuggingFace library for BERT-based computations. For Yake and Top2Vec author original implementations available on Github were used.

We used standard architecture and default parameters for BERT.
Figure 4: Cluster annotations of sample tweets for \( T_{\text{Wemb}} \) (left side color of marker) and \( T_{\text{Wemb}}+C_{\text{VScemb}}+C_{\text{VSent}} \) (right side color of marker). Expected true label is expressed by the tweet text color.

Computations are performed on the HPC cluster with CPU nodes having following characteristics: 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 @ 2.30GHz, 20 (2 x 10) cores and 128GB DDR4 @ 2133MHz. Most demanding clustering jobs took approximately 8h on 10 nodes (with precalculated embeddings).
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